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The new coronavirus is real. The response to the coronavirus is hyped. And in time, this 

hype will be revealed as politically hoaxed. 

In fact, COVID-19 will go down as one of the political world’s biggest, most shamefully 

overblown, overhyped, overly and irrationally inflated and outright deceptively flawed 

responses to a health matter in American history, one that was carried largely on the lips of 

medical professionals who have no business running a national economy or government. 

The facts are this: COVID-19 is a real disease that sickens some, proves fatal to others, 

mostly the elderly — and does nothing to the vast majority. 

That’s it. 

That, in a nutshell, is it. 

Or, in the words of Dan Erickson and Artin Massih, doctors and co-owners of Accelerated 

Urgent Care in Bakersfield, California: Let’s get the country reopened — and now. 

“Do we need to still shelter in place? Our answer is emphatically no. Do we need 

businesses to be shut down? Emphatically no. … [T]he data is showing it’s time to 

lift,” Erickson said, in a recent interview. 

He’s right. They’re right. 

The data to keep America closed and Americans closed in simply doesn’t exist. 

If truth be told, it’s questionable it ever did. 

The scientists leading the coronavirus shutdown charge predicted in March that in America, 

between 100,000 and 250,000 would die. They based those estimates on computer modeling. 

But at the same time they were basing those estimates on computer modeling, they were 

acknowledging that computer modeling is inaccurate and errs on the side of hype. 

“I’ve never seen a model of the diseases I’ve dealt with where the worst-case actually 

came out,” said Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy and 

Infectious Diseases and a member of President Donald Trump’s White House coronavirus 

task force, during a CNN interview in March. 

“They always overshoot.” 

Catch that? Fauci’s message: Computer models are flawed and inaccurate and always 

overestimate the problem. 
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But from these faulty overinflated computer figures came all the constitutionally questionable 

actions by government anyway — from ordering businesses closed to quarantining-slash-

house arresting American citizens to doing some quick and pitiful and economically painful 

income redistribution schemes via stimulus funds’ legislation. 

Since, about 56,000 have died in America due to coronavirus — or have they? Again, the 

facts are flimsy. 

Government ordered hospitals weeks ago to stop performing elective surgeries to make way 

for the projected numbers of coronavirus patients. 

So they did. And in so doing, they cut off their revenue streams. 

So Congress passed legislation giving hospitals billions of dollars to treat coronavirus 

patients. Conflict of interest? Yikes. Yes. 

The coronavirus counts, already flawed from computer modeling, were then given 

another flaw treatment. 

“[Pennsylvania] removes more than 200 deaths from official coronavirus count as 

questions mount about reporting process, data accuracy,” The Inquirer reported. 

Add to that the ever-changing nature of a virus that spreads by air and contact, and honestly, 

suddenly, even expert Fauci’s best guess is about as good as Joe Neighbor’s best guess. 

So that leaves common sense, combined with knowledge of past viruses, to guide. 

But the quote-unquote medical experts refused to go there, refused to acknowledge common 

sense, refused to compare with past viruses in any way that didn’t hype the coronavirus 

counts. 

This virus was different, Americans were told. This virus was far more contagious than 

anything ever before seen or studied, Americans were told. 

And any time the case counts dropped off and the numbers proved wrong, well, this was due 

to the social distancing and quarantining and face-mask wearing that Americans had been 

doing, by government’s order — Americans were told. 

It just didn’t make sense. 

It just doesn’t add up. 

It just didn’t, and doesn’t, justify the utter shredding of civil rights. 

 


